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The best we could do : anThe best we could do : an
illustrated memoirillustrated memoir
by Thi Bui
The author describes her
experiences as a young
Vietnamese immigrant,
highlighting her family's move
from their war-torn home to the
United States in graphic novel
format

Matterhorn : a novel of theMatterhorn : a novel of the
Vietnam WarVietnam War
by Karl Marlantes
Lieutenant Waino Mellas and
his fellow Marines venture into
the mountain jungle of Vietnam
as boys and fight their way into
manhood, meeting not only
external obstacles but also
those between each other,
including racial tension,
competing ambitions and

underhanded officers.

Fallen angelsFallen angels
by Walter Dean Myers
Seventeen-year-old Richie Perry,
just out of his Harlem high
school, enlists in the Army in
the summer of 1967 and spends
a devastating year on active
duty in Vietnam
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The sympathizerThe sympathizer
by Viet Thanh Nguyen
Follows a Viet Cong agent as he
spies on a South Vietnamese
army general and his
compatriots as they start a new
life in 1975 Los Angeles

The things they carried : aThe things they carried : a
work of fictionwork of fiction
by Tim O'Brien
Heroic young men carry the
emotional weight of their lives
to war in Vietnam in a
patchwork account of a modern
journey into the heart of
darkness

A catalog of birdsA catalog of birds
by Laura Harrington
Two siblings, one an academic,
the other an artist, experience
first-hand the devastating
impact of the Vietnam War
when one brother’s combat
injury sends the family reeling in
this new novel by the author of
Alice Bliss. Original.
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